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Section 1: Introduction 
 
The project “A Study of Damage Initiation and Growth in Composite Bolted Joints” is funded 
under the Basic Research Grants Scheme 2002, jointly administered by Enterprise Ireland and 
the Irish Research Council for Science, Engineering and Technology. It runs from October 
2002 to September 2005.  
 
The goal of the project is to develop computational models for prediction of the initiation and 
growth of damage in composite bolted joints. Two approaches will be investigated. The first 
will be based on a stiffness reduction scheme. The second will be based on continuum damage 
mechanics. The two approaches will be compared against experimental data generated within 
the project and also from a previous EU research project [1], and critically assessed. 
 
In this deliverable, an interim report is presented on progress made on developing and 
applying a stiffness reduction scheme. In Section 2, a description is given of the damage 
model and its application to a bolted joint tested during the aforementioned EU project [1]. 
This particular joint was designed to fail in bearing (for a description of composite bolted joint 
failure modes see deliverable D1.1 of this project [2]). Since bolted joints may also fail in 
other modes such as net-tension, Section 3 describes the application of the same damage 
model to a centre-notched tension specimen and results are compared to those found in the 
literature [3]. Finally, in Section 4, the results of applying the model to an open hole tension 
specimen to be tested in the present project are described. Section 5 draws conclusions on the 
findings so far. 
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Section 2: Development of a Stiffness Reduction Scheme and 
Application to a Single-Bolt Joint Designed to Fail in Bearing 
 
2.1 Introduction 
 
In this section the development of a progressive damage model and its application in a 
three-dimensional finite element model of a single-lap, single-bolt composite joint is 
described. Comparisons are made with experiments performed in the EU research project 
“BOJCAS – Bolted Joints in Composite Aircraft Structures [1]”. The progressive damage 
response for joints with two different clearances (one neat-fit, the other 240 m) and two 
different lay-ups (quasi-isotropic and zero-dominated) are investigated. The sensitivity of the 
damage model to parameters such as degree of property reduction and failure detection criteria 
are briefly examined. 
 
In BOJCAS finite element models of these joints were developed, but no failure analysis was 
performed. The stiffness of the joint and the strain distribution around the hole were compared 
with experiments, so these aspects of the model were considered validated at the start of the 
present project. Incorporation of a damage model however, required switching finite element 
codes from MSC.Marc to ABAQUS, since early attempts with MSC.Marc were not 
successful. For this reason, issues such as contact modelling in ABAQUS are described here 
since this was not given in any BOJCAS publications. 
 
This section is set out as follows: Section 2.2 presents the development of the finite element 
model in ABAQUS. Section 2.3 presents the development of the progressive damage model, 
which includes the proposed failure criteria and property reduction scheme. Section 2.4 
discusses the approach used to implement the progressive damage model. The results for 
models with different clearances and lay-ups are presented in Section 2.5 and compared to 
experiments. Some alternative failure criteria and property reduction schemes are also 
investigated in this section.     
 
2.2 Finite element model development 
 
ABAQUS has a powerful subroutine list which enables implementation of material 
non-linearity and has been used in the past for progressive damage analysis of composite pin-
joints [4, 5]. In BOJCAS [1], MSC.Marc was used by the University of Limerick for elastic 
modelling of bolted joints, but after early attempts in the present project to develop 
progressive damage routines in MSC.Marc ran into difficulties, it was decided to switch to 
ABAQUS based on the experience of previous researchers.  
 
In BOJCAS, an automatic bolted joint pre-processing tool named BOLJAT (Bolted Joint 
Analysis Tool) was created for generating bolted joint meshes. BOLJAT was written in the 
programming language of the commerial pre-processor MSC.Patran. The mesh that BOLJAT 
produces can be used with any solver that MSC.Patran interfaces with, but the contact 
interface between the different parts of the joint was automated only for MSC.Marc. Hence, 
for the present study, the finite element models were built using BOLJAT, but with ABAQUS 
(not MSC.Marc) as the output preference. This ensured that identical meshes to those used in 
BOJCAS were used here.  The contact definition had to be redefined since MSC.Marc and 
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ABAQUS use different contact algorithms. The contact definition in ABAQUS along with 
other model generation topics are discussed in this section.   
 
 
2.2.1 Model geometry, mesh, boundary conditions and material 
properties 
 
The geometry for the single-bolt, single-lap joint is given in figure 2.1. The in-plane meshing 
scheme used was the same as that used in BOJCAS (published in [6]). However, in BOJCAS 
layered solid elements, specially designed for use with composites were used. These elements, 
available in both MSC.Marc and ABAQUS allow multiple layers of composite plies of 
variable orientation to be modelled in one element. In the present joint, each laminate 
consisted of 40 plies, but using layered solid elements allowed the laminate to be modelled 
with only 8 or 10 elements through the thickness. Unfortunately, output of stresses, strains, 
field variables and state variables for layered solid elements is not currently available in the 
ABAQUS post processor. This means that the progression of damage could not be visualised 
easily. To overcome this, the composite laminates were modelled in the present project with 
one orthotropic solid element per layer in the thickness direction, leading to forty elements 
through the thickness. In order to reduce computational requirements, a reduced integration 
scheme with hourglass control was used for the elements that define the composite laminates. 
These elements are referred to as C3D8R in ABAQUS and have one integration point located 
at their centroid. To further reduce analysis time, joint symmetry was assumed and only half 
the joint was modelled. In addition, the washers were not modelled. Instead, the diameter of 
the bolt head and nut were set equal to the outside diameter of the washer (14mm). The 
complete finite element model with boundary conditions is shown in figure 2.2.  
 
Load was introduced by applying a 3mm prescribed displacement to nodes located at the 
rightmost end of the bottom-laminate. This large displacement was applied since the ultimate 
displacement and load were unknown a-priori.   
 
The composite material used in the experiments was HTA/6376 (HT carbon fibre, toughened 
epoxy, Hexcel designation 6376C-HTA(12K)-5.5-29.5%). This material was also used by 
Ireman [7] and the unidirectional stiffness properties were obtained from one of the BOJCAS 
partners [8] and are listed in Table 2.1. In the present study, two different stacking sequences 
were considered, one quasi-isotropic [45/0/-45/90]5s, the other zero-dominated 
[(45/02/-45/90)345/02/-45/0]s. The latter lay-up is representative of lay-ups suitable for 
composite aircraft wing skins. Both lay-ups had 40 plies, which at a ply thickness of 0.13 mm, 
gave an overall nominal laminate thickness of 5.2 mm. The titanium alloy bolt was modelled 
with isotropic material properties (E = 110 GPa, 29.0tν ). 
 
Differently from the models in BOJCAS, the material properties in the present study change 
after failure is detected and this is discussed in detail in Section 2.3.2. Failure of the bolt was 
not considered since experiments have shown that considerable damage occurs in the 
laminates before bolt failure [9].  
 
In BOJCAS, four different levels of bolt-hole clearance were studied experimentally. These 
clearances ranged from neat-fit to 240 m and were labelled C1 – C4, as shown in Table 2.2. 
In the present project, two of these clearances were modelled, C1 and C4. 
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Figure 2.1 Single-Lap Joint Specimen Geometry (All Dimensions in mm) 
 
 
 
 
Table 2.1 Unidirectional stiffness properties for HTA/6376 [8]  
 
11E  
(GPa) 
22E  
(GPa) 
33E  
(GPa) 
12G  
(GPa) 
13G  
(GPa) 
23G  
(GPa) 
12  13  23  
140 10 10 5.2 5.2 3.9 0.3 0.3 0.5 
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Figure 2.2 Finite element model of single-bolt, single-lap joint with boundary conditions 
 
 
 
Table 2.2 Nominal clearances tested 
 
Clearance Code Nominal Diametral Bolt-Hole Clearance 
( m ) 
C1 0 
C2 80 
C3 160 
C4 240 
 
 
 
 
2.2.2 Contact definition in ABAQUS 
 
ABAQUS defines contact between two bodies in terms of two surfaces that may interact, 
termed a “contact pair”. The contact conditions between these two surfaces are defined using a 
strict “master-slave” algorithm. The order in which the two surfaces are specified is critical 
because each node on the first surface becomes a slave node for which ABAQUS attempts to 
find the closest point on the second surface, which becomes the master surface. A normal 
emanating from the master surface is used to determine the closest distance to the slave node 
by finding a normal that passes through the slave node as illustrated in figure 2.3. 
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Figure 2.3 Contact search in ABAQUS 
 
If during an iteration a slave node is found to have penetrated the master by more than a 
specific distance, ABAQUS abandons the increment and tries again with a smaller increment 
size. This distance is known as HCRIT and has a default value of a radius of a sphere that 
circumscribes a characteristic surface element face. The value of HCRIT in this study was set 
to a small value (10 m) so as to accurately model the clearance between the bolt and the 
laminates.  
 
When both surfaces are deformable surfaces, a choice must be made as to which surface is 
considered the master or the slave. ABAQUS recommends that in general, the master surface 
should be chosen as the surface of the stiffer body or as the surface with the coarser mesh if 
the two surfaces are on structures with comparable stiffnesses. The master and slave surfaces 
for the single-bolt, single-lap finite element model are shown in figure 2.4. There are five 
contact pairs in total and these are referred to as “top-laminate/bolt-head”, “bottom-
laminate/nut”, “top-laminate/bottom-laminate”, “bolt/top-laminate” and “bolt/bottom-
laminate” contact pairs. The bolt, bolt head and nut were modelled as one isotropic titanium 
alloy unit, which is stiffer than the laminates in any direction. Therefore the bolt head and nut 
contact surfaces were the obvious choice for the master surfaces in their respective contact 
pairs. However, when this was done, penetrations into the top and bottom laminates occurred. 
This is because in strict master-slave contact the slave nodes are constrained not to penetrate 
into the master surface, but the nodes of the master surface can, in principle, penetrate into the 
slave surface. When the bolt tilted after contact with the laminates, the corner nodes of the 
bolt head and nut simply passed straight into the top and bottom laminates as no constraint 
was applied to these master surface nodes. Reversing the order of contact by selecting the bolt 
head and nut contact surfaces as slave surfaces eliminated this problem. When the top 
laminate contacts the bottom laminate, the choice of which is the master and which is the 
slave is completely arbitrary since both have identical stiffnesses and meshing schemes. For 
this contact pair, the shear-plane face of the top laminate was chosen as the master surface and 
no problems were encountered as a result. 
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Figure 2.4 Contact surface definition for the single-lap, single-bolt joint in ABAQUS 
 
 
There are three approaches to account for relative motion of two surfaces forming a contact 
pair in ABAQUS and these are referred to as “Infinitesimal sliding”, “Small sliding” and 
“Finite sliding”. Infinitesimal sliding assumes that both relative motion and absolute motion 
of the surfaces are small. Small sliding assumes that the two bodies may undergo large 
absolute motions but there must only be small relative motion between them. Finite sliding 
allows for arbitrary separation, sliding and rotation of the surfaces and was found here to be 
the most accurate method to model the behaviour of the bolted joint. The finite sliding 
formulation requires that the master surfaces have unique surface normals at all points as 
convergence problems can occur if unique normals do not exist, since nodes from the slave 
surface tend to get stuck at these discontinuities. ABAQUS smooths the discontinuity between 
two linear segments by placing a quadratic curve at a distance a1 and a2 from both sides of the 
common node as illustrated in figure 2.5. The user can specify the fraction f 
( 2211 // LaLaf  ) of the element segment which is to be smoothed on the contact pair 
option. The default value of f is 0.2. However using this value would cause the normal 
emanating from the bolt shank (which is a master surface) to be swept around a non-circular 
curve (due to the linear portion of the element edge and the quadratic smoothed portion 
between segments). A value of f must be chosen as 0.5 for this normal to be generated by 
sweeping round a circular path.  
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Figure 2.5 Smoothing between linear segments in ABAQUS 
 
 
2.2.3 Application of bolt pre-tension 
 
In this study friction is ignored as only “finger-tight” joints are considered. However, a small 
bolt pre-tension was applied to simulate the finger-tight torque conditions applied to the bolt. 
A bolt PRE-TENSION SECTION which is available in ABAQUS was implemented.  
 
Pre-tensioning in ABAQUS is simulated by adding a “cutting surface” or Pre-tension section 
to the bolt as shown in figure 2.6, and subjecting it to a tensile load. By modifying the 
elements on one side of this surface, ABAQUS automatically adjusts the length of the bolt at 
the pre-tension section to achieve the prescribed amount of pre-tension. In later steps, further 
length changes can be prevented so that the bolt can act as a normal deformable component 
responding to other loadings. This is desirable because the pre-tension in the bolt can be 
maintained while the joint is loaded.  
 
 
 
Figure 2.6 Definition of a PRE-TENSION SECTION on a bolt in ABAQUS 
 
For the continuum elements used to model the bolt in this case, the pre-tension section was 
defined as a surface inside the bolt that “cuts” it into two parts as shown in figure 2.6. Pre-
tension load was introduced by applying a concentrated load to the pre-tension node. The pre-
tension node is used by ABAQUS to transmit the pre-tension load across the pre-tension 
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section. This pre-tension node only has one degree of freedom, which represents the relative 
displacement at the two sides of the “cut” in the direction of the normal n (shown in figure 
2.6). The only requirement of the pre-tension node is that it must not belong to any elements 
in the model.  
 
For the bolted joint models analysed here, the bolt pre-tension was applied in a separate load 
step defined prior to the application of the joint loading. Pre-tension in the bolt was 
maintained during loading of the joint by using the BOUNDARY FIXED option available in 
ABAQUS. 
 
 
2.3 Progressive damage model 
 
An introduction to progressive damage methodology was given in Section 3 of D1.1 [2] so 
only a brief summary is given here. Progressive damage analysis generally consists of six 
steps: 
 
1. A finite element model of the physical problem is created 
2. A non-linear analysis is performed to establish equilibrium 
3. An accurate stress recovery is then needed 
4. Appropriate failure criteria are applied to detect lamina failure and determine 
 the mode of failure 
5. Material degradation or damage models are applied in order to propagate the 
 failure and establish new material properties 
6. A procedure to re-establish equilibrium is then required to achieve convergence 
 for the new material state 
 
Step 1 above was discussed in Section 2.2. Steps 2 and 3 are taken care of automatically by 
ABAQUS and are therefore not discussed here. The main focus of this section is on steps 4 
and 5 and these are discussed in section 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 respectively. Step 6 is addressed in 
Section 2.4.1. 
 
2.3.1 Failure criteria including non-linear shear response  
 
As discussed in D1.1 [2] a well known failure theory that has been used extensively in 
progressive damage analysis [4, 5, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14] was developed by Hashin [15]. Hashin’s 
criteria are ideal for the current investigation because they can identify the failure mode in 
addition to the failure load; the three-dimensional form is given by the following equations: 
 
Tensile Matrix Mode, 03322   
 
      1111 2132122
12
3322
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232
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Compressive Matrix Mode, 03322                
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Tensile Fibre Mode, 011   
  11 2132122
12
2
11
11 









SS T
           (2.3) 
 
Compressive Fibre Mode, 011   
CS1111              (2.4) 
 
where  3,2,1,, jiij  is the stress tensor and  3,2,1,, jiSij  is the strength tensor. The 
superscripts T and C on the components of the strength tensor S denote material strength in 
tension and compression respectively.  
 
As discussed in D1.1 [2], unidirectional carbon fibre laminates display a non-linear shear 
stress/strain behaviour, while maintaining essentially linear behaviour when loaded in 
longitudinal tension and longitudinal compression, and mildly non-linear behaviour when 
loaded in transverse tension and transverse compression [16, 17, 18]. This non-linear shear 
behaviour occurs prior to material failure (i.e., in the “elastic” range) and therefore must be 
considered when evaluating failure criteria. Hashin’s failure criteria as presented in equations 
(2.1)-(2.4) assume a linear shear stress/strain behaviour. In [19] a modified version of 
Hashin’s criteria that includes the effects of shear non-linearity was derived. The modified 
criteria are given as: 
 
Tensile Matrix Mode, 03322   
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Compressive Matrix Mode, 03322               
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Tensile Fibre Mode, 011   
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Compressive Fibre Mode, 011   
 
CS1111   (2.8) 
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where  is a non-linear material parameter which has to be determined experimentally, 
12  is 
in-plane engineering strain and 012G  is the initial lamina longitudinal-transverse shear 
modulus. Both the original form of Hashin’s criteria and the modified form were used in the 
present study to investigate the effects of shear non-linearity. 
 
2.3.2 Property degradation rules 
 
Once failure is detected at a particular material point (Gauss point) and the failure mode 
identified using independent failure criteria such as the one developed above, the material 
properties have to be degraded so as to simulate the loss of load carrying capacity. As 
discussed in D1.1 [2] many different property reduction schemes have been proposed in the 
past and evidently, no standard approach has been taken. In the present study the degradation 
rules from [19] were chosen as they are based on a physical reasoning of the problem. 
 
Table 2.3 shows a summary of the degradation rules used. An “x” indicates that the material 
property is to be degraded. A “-” indicates that the material property is unaffected by that 
mode of failure. It is possible that failure can be detected in more than one mode at a material 
point, which may or may not happen simultaneously. Should this situation arise, the material 
point is assumed to be no longer able to sustain load in any direction and hence all material 
properties are reduced. 
 
Table 2.3 Proposed Degradation Rules (from [19]) 
 
- material property unaffected by failure mode, x - material property is affected by failure mode 
 
 
2.4 Implementation of the progressive damage model 
 
2.4.1 Implementation Approach 
 
The progressive damage model developed in Section 2.3 was implemented using a subroutine 
USDFLD which is available in ABAQUS. This subroutine is ideal for this purpose because it 
allows material properties to be a direct function of predefined field variables (FVs), which 
themselves can be a function of any material point (Gauss point) quantity such as stress, strain, 
temperature etc. The subroutine is called in a loop over all material points for which the 
material definition is defined. For example, in this study progressive failure is only considered 
for the composite laminates and not the bolt, so USDFLD is only called for elements that 
define the laminates. Stresses are called into the subroutine by the GETVRM utility routine 
and are used to evaluate the failure criteria developed in Section 2.3.1. Once the failure criteria 
are met, the field variables are updated and the material properties can be changed according 
the degradation law imposed. 
 E11 E22 E33 G12 G23 G13 12 23 13 
Tensile Matrix Mode 
Tensile Fibre Mode 
Compressive Matrix Mode 
Compressive Fibre Mode 
More than one falure mode 
- 
x 
- 
x 
x 
x 
- 
x 
- 
x 
x 
- 
x 
- 
x 
- 
x 
- 
x 
x 
x 
- 
x 
x 
x 
- 
x 
- 
x 
x 
- 
x 
- 
x 
x 
x 
- 
x 
- 
x 
- 
x 
- 
x 
x 
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The subroutine only provides access to material point information at the start of the increment, 
hence the solution dependence is explicit which means that the material properties for a given 
increment are not influenced by the results obtained during the increment. The program 
execution procedure including the USDFLD subroutine is illustrated in figure 2.7. When 
material properties are degraded at a point, the load redistributes to other points, which could 
then fail themselves. It is therefore necessary to re-iterate at the same load level when material 
properties change to determine if other material points undergo failure. Chang & Chang [20] 
achieved this by rebalancing the equilibrium equations for the updated mechanical properties 
using a Newton-Raphson iteration scheme. It is clear from the program flow in ABAQUS 
(figure 2.7) that equilibrium is not re-established after the material properties change. Sleight 
[21] stated that by incrementing a non-linear analysis by small load increment sizes, Pi, 
changes in the force imbalance vector should be very small and the step of re-establishing 
equilibrium may be omitted. The ABAQUS user manual also states that the accuracy of the 
results when using USDFLD depends on the size of the time increment. Thus, in this analysis 
very small load steps were used. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.7 Program flow for execution procedure in ABAQUS 
 
The redefinition of field variables is local to the current increment so any history dependence 
must be introduced with user-defined state-variables (SDVs) which can also be updated in 
USDFLD. History dependence is very important for progressive damage modelling because 
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once a material point has been detected to fail, it must remain in that condition and not “heal” 
after the stresses redistribute. For example, when a material point fails, certain elastic moduli 
are reduced, the stresses drop considerably and hence the material could start to “heal” since 
failure is determined by the magnitude of the stress state. For this reason, the failure criteria 
developed in Section 2.3.1 are assigned directly to state-variables, which can prevent healing 
by determining the failure history of the material point. Tensile matrix failure is assigned to 
state-variable 1, compressive matrix failure is assigned to state-variable 2, tensile fibre failure 
is assigned to state-variable 3 and compressive fibre failure is assigned to state-variable 4. 
Once the state-variables (failure indices) reach 1, the material has failed in that mode and the 
corresponding field variables are changed from 0 to 1. The field variables are ordered in the 
same way as the state variables, i.e., field variable 1 is related to a matrix tensile failure, field 
variable 2 is related to matrix compressive failure and so on. The up-dated field variables are 
then passed out of the subroutine and used to update the material properties in the finite 
element model. 
 
In this analysis, the material properties were listed in tabular format in the model input file. 
The DEPENDENCIES parameter was used in the material option to specify how many 
different field variables existed for a given material option. Since failure could occur in more 
than one mode at any material point, all failure states had to be accounted for in the material 
option. The number of states was calculated by the following simple formula: 
 
 bqN   (2.9) 
 
where N is the number of material states, b is the number of field variables and q is the field 
variable index. The number of field variables in this example was 4 and each field variable 
could either have a value of 0 (no damage) or 1 (damage), therefore the field variable index q 
was 2. The number of material states was therefore, 24 = 16. Using the degradation rule 
developed in Section 2.3, the 16 material states were entered manually into the model input 
file before it was submitted.  
 
2.4.2 Implementation of the non-linear shear model 
 
To implement the non-linear shear model described by equations 2.5 to 2.8, the following 
damage parameters were defined (see [19] for the derivation of these parameters): 
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These parameters are used to degrade the effective shear moduli according to:  
 
      112
0
1212
1
12 1
  ii Gd          (2.12) 
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and:  
      113
0
1313
1
13 1
  ii Gd   (2.13) 
 
At the start of the analysis, the stresses and strains are low and the damage parameter has a 
low value, therefore   11  d  and effective moduli are approximately equal to the initial 
moduli 012G and 
0
13G . As the damage parameters increase, the effective shear moduli decrease 
and this reduction was implemented through the subroutine USDFLD. 
 
The reduction of shear moduli with respect to the damage parameter was implemented into the 
finite element model by directly assigning the damage parameters 12d  and 13d  to two 
additional field variables FV(5) and FV(6) respectively. Shokrieh & Lessard [18] stated that 
the shear non-linearities are due to non-linear elastic behaviour of the material before failure 
initiation and non-linearities caused by failure are a completely different phenomena which 
must be simulated by progressive damage analysis techniques. Therefore, in the current 
approach, the material underwent property reduction as the damage parameters increased, but 
was also allowed to undergo material property recovery if the damage parameters reduced as 
the material unloaded in the linear region prior to failure initiation. Because of this, there was 
no need to introduce any history dependence using state variables as the non-linear shear 
response was determined by the current state of stress and strain in increment i to update the 
effective shear moduli in increment i+1.  
 
Because of the addition of two extra field variables (FV(5) and FV(6)) to simulate shear non-
linearity, the number of field variables was 6 and the total number of material states that had 
to be entered manually into the input file before the model was submitted was given by 
equation 2.22 as 6426   states. 
 
2.4.3 Visualisation of damage   
 
The final step in implementing the progressive damage model was to invoke a suitable method 
for visualising the failure in each mode as it propagates throughout the incremental load step. 
This was achieved by requesting that the field variables be written to the object database file 
(.obj file). These variables could then be plotted as a post-processing function in just the same 
manner as stress or strain. 
 
2.5. Results 
 
This section present results from the progressive damage simulations for different clearances 
and lay-ups. The sensitivity of the progressive damage solution to the failure criteria and 
property reduction scheme employed is also briefly examined. Before presenting the results,  
an experimental stiffness reduction method developed by McCarthy et al. [9] is outlined as it 
provides an effective procedure to assess the progressive damage response associated with 
bearing type failures.  
 
2.5.1 Experimental results and stiffness reduction 
 
A recent paper by McCarthy et al. [9] outlined an effective method to track the progression of 
damage in composite bolted joints. The method first required that a bearing stress-strain curve 
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be generated. A typical bearing stress-strain curve for a quasi-isotropic joint with neat-fit 
clearance tested at the University of Limerick is shown in figure 2.8. The bearing stress data 
was generated by inserting the load obtained from the loadcell of the tensile testing machine 
into the following equation:  
 
Dt
Pbbr   (2.14) 
 
where D is the hole diameter and t is the laminate thickness. 
 
The bearing strain, br , data was determined from a pair of extensometers across the overlap 
region of the joint (as shown in figure 2.9) as follows:   
  
 
 
KD
br 2/21 

  (2.15) 
 
where 
21  ,  = displacements in extensometers 1,2,  and K = 1.0 for double shear tests and 2.0 
for single-shear tests (so K = 2.0 here). 
 
The method was based on calculating the bearing stress level at which the bearing stiffness of 
the joint had decreased from its maximum value by a certain percentage (e.g. the “strength at 
20% drop in stiffness”). This was achieved by plotting the bearing stiffness against bearing 
stress, as shown for typical neat-fit, quasi-isotropic joints in figure 2.10. The bearing stiffness 
was calculated by evaluating the slope of the bearing stress-bearing strain curve. The authors 
stated that the proposed method should be useful for researchers using finite element analysis 
with progressive damage methods because the progression of damage in the joint could be 
tracked. For example, small changes in stiffness are much easier to see in figure 2.10 than in 
the original load-displacement curve (e.g. figure 2.8). Thus, it was decided to use this method 
and not load-displacement curves to assess and compare the effect of clearance and lay-up on 
the progressive damage response of the joints investigated herein. 
 
 
 
Figure 2.8 A typical bearing stress-strain curve for a single-bolt, single-lap quasi-
isotropic joint with a C1 (neat- fit) clearance (McCarthy et al. [9])  
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Figure 2.9 Position of extensometers for determining bearing strain (McCarthy et al [9])  
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.10 Bearing stiffness-stress curves for C1 clearance, quasi-isotropic joints 
(McCarthy et al [9])  
 
 
2.5.2 Effect of clearance and lay-up on the progression of damage  
 
In this section, the effects of clearance and lay-up on the damage response of single-bolt, 
single-lap composite joints are investigated. Two clearance cases (C1 - neat fit and C4 - 
240m) and two lay-ups (quasi-isotropic and zero-dominated) are examined. Comparisons are 
made with experiments that were carried out at the University of Limerick for the four cases 
examined. A detailed description of the experimental set-up and results can be found in 
McCarthy et al. [9]. 
 
As shown in Table 3.1 in D1.1 [2], most researchers set failed moduli in progressive damage 
simulations to zero. Because of concerns over numerical stability, the material properties were 
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reduced here to 10% of their original value when failure was detected at a material point. An 
alternative property reduction scheme is investigated in Section 2.5.4. In this section, the 
progressive damage model uses the original form of Hashin’s [15] failure criteria (eq. 2.1 – 
2.4) without shear non-linearity. Shear non-linearity is considered in Section 2.5.3. 
 
To generate bearing stiffness-stress curves for the finite element models, it was required to 
determine displacements of nodes in the model at locations where the extensometers were 
placed in the experiment. These nodal displacements were then inserted into equation 2.15 to 
yield the bearing strain for the model. The bearing stress was determined by evaluating the 
joint load and inserting the result into equation 2.14. The following sections present results 
from each joint model. 
 
2.5.2.1 C1 clearance quasi-isotropic joint 
 
The bearing stiffness-stress curve for this joint configuration is shown along with the 
experimental result in figure 2.11. Considering the scatter in the experiments, the predicted 
result is quite good. Both the model and the experiment show a progressive loss of bearing 
stiffness as the bearing damage propagates. The model failed to converge after a bearing stress 
of 630 MPa, which was due to a high level of element distortion under the bolt head and nut 
and around the hole at the shear plane, as shown in figure 2.12. This illustration shows the 
deformed shape of the joint at a displacement magnification factor of one (i.e., actual 
calculated displacement). The element distortion is due to the reduction of element stiffness 
caused by degrading the material properties after failure is detected.   
 
 
 
Figure 2.11 Bearing stiffness reduction for a C1 quasi-isotropic joint 
 
The progression of damage in the joint is shown in figure 2.13 at bearing stress levels of 50 
MPa, 100 MPa, 200 MPa, 325 MPa and 450 MPa for the four different failure modes 
considered. These bearing stress levels were chosen so the damage could be tracked from 
initiation up to the point of extensive damage. These bearing stress levels were used for all 
joint configurations considered in this section, allowing direct comparison between each joint 
configuration. The pictures show the damage in each mode around the hole in both laminates. 
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Figure 2.12 Deformed Shape (magnification factor = 1) of the C1 quasi-isotropic joint at 
a bearing stress level of 630 MPa. Note: red indicates matrix compressive failure 
 
 
From figure 2.13, it can be seen that at a bearing stress of 100 MPa, considerable matrix 
compressive damage is evident under the bolt head and nut and at the shear plane at the hole 
in each laminate. No damage is detected in any other mode at this load level. 
 
At 200 MPa, tensile matrix damage initiates and compressive matrix damage has propagated 
from under the bolt head and nut to the back of the hole (i.e. the portion that is not in contact 
with the bolt). At this load level, compressive fibre failure initiates in the 0 plies at the 
bearing plane in both laminates.  
 
At 325 MPa, considerable tensile matrix failure has occurred around the net-tension plane 
which is due to high tangential stresses at that location. Interestingly, tensile fibre failure is 
detected in the bearing region and not in the net-tension plane. Considerable compressive fibre 
and compressive matrix failure are also evident at this load level.  
 
Finally, at 450 MPa, the joint has lost over 50% of its maximum stiffness (see figure 2.11) and 
extensive damage is observed in all modes around the hole boundary and under the bolt head 
and nut. 
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(a) Bearing Stress = 50 MPa 
 
       
(b) Bearing Stress = 100 MPa 
 
       
(c) Bearing Stress  = 200 MPa 
 
       
(d) Bearing Stress = 325 MPa 
 
       
(e) Bearing Stress = 450 MPa 
 
Figure 2.13 Progression of damage in the C1 quasi-isotropic joint 
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2.5.2.2 C4 clearance quasi-isotropic joint 
 
The bearing stiffness-stress curve for this joint configuration is shown along with the 
experimental result in figure 2.14. Again, agreement is quite good.  Compared to the C1 quasi-
isotropic joint (shown in figure 2.11), the C4 joint reached its maximum stiffness at a higher 
bearing stress level, which was evident from both the models and experiments. This was due 
to the gradual increase in contact area between the bolt and laminate that occurs for a joint 
with clearance, as discussed in [6].  Both the simulations and the experiments show that the 
rate of stiffness loss in the C4 clearance case was less than the C1 case. This was most likely 
due to the gradual increase in contact area coupled with progressive damage taking place in 
the laminates.   
 
 
Figure 2.14 Bearing stiffness reduction for a C4 quasi-isotropic joint 
 
 
The progression of damage in each mode for this joint configuration is shown in figure 2.15. 
As can be seen, compressive matrix failure starts at a lower load level than in the C1 joint 
(approximately 50 MPa compared to approximately 100 MPa in the C1 case) and is more 
concentrated at the bearing plane. Interestingly, the compressive matrix damage is also more 
localised under the bolt head and nut. This is due to a higher degree of bolt rotation in the 
clearance case, which causes more localised contact forces between the laminates and the edge 
of the bolt head and nut.   
 
By 200 MPa, damage is detected in all modes and a number of 0 plies have failed in fibre 
compression at the bearing plane, compared to just one in the C1 case. Compressive matrix 
damage extends all the way through the thickness at the bearing plane unlike the C1 case at 
this load level. However, the large differences in damage state between the C1 and C4 joints 
exhibited at 200 MPa are not so evident at 450 MPa. Thus, the effect of clearance is to initiate 
damage at a lower load, but thereafter the rate of damage growth is slower, with final damage 
states being quite similar. It can thus be concluded that clearance strongly affects failure 
initiation but may have less effect on final failure. This finding is consistent with the 
experimental results in McCarthy et al. [9]. 
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(a) Bearing Stress = 50 MPa 
 
       
(b) Bearing Stress = 100 MPa 
 
       
(c) Bearing Stress  = 200 MPa 
 
       
(d) Bearing Stress = 325 MPa 
 
       
 
(e) Bearing Stress = 450 MPa 
 
Figure 2.15 Progression of damage in the C4 quasi-isotropic joint 
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2.5.2.3 C1 clearance zero-dominated joint 
 
The bearing stiffness-stress curve for this joint configuration is shown along with the 
experimental result in figure 2.16. Both the simulations and the experiments show that the 
stiffness reduction response is quite similar to the C1 quasi-isotropic joint (shown in figure 
2.11). However the C1 zero-dominated joint model exhibits quite a sharp stiffness loss at a 
bearing stress of about 200 MPa which is most likely due to two 0 plies (which are stacked 
together in the zero-dominated case) failing in compression simultaneously, as shown in 
figure 2.17d. It should be noted that slightly less tensile matrix damage at the net-tension 
plane is observed. This was due to the increased number of 0 plies which stiffen the hole at 
that location, leading to less matrix cracking there. At 450 MPa, damage in all other modes is 
quite similar to the C1 quasi-isotropic joint, suggesting that lay-up has an effect on damage 
initiation with less effect on final failure in the bearing mode. 
 
 
 
Figure 2.16 Bearing stiffness reduction for a C1 zero-dominated joint 
 
 
2.5.2.4 C4 clearance zero-dominated joint 
 
The bearing stiffness-stress curve for this joint configuration is shown along with the 
experimental result in figure 2.18. Compared to the other joint configurations, the result for 
this model was more oscillatory, which was due to an increased number of load steps needed 
to obtain a converged solution. Without using a higher number of load steps, this model failed 
to converge once fibre compressive failure was detected. This was due to the catastrophic 
stiffness loss associated with more localised contact forces (in the C4 case) acting on two 0 
plies which failed simultaneously. This also happened in the C1 zero-dominated case but the 
load was spread over a larger contact area and therefore catastrophic stiffness loss did not 
occur over one load increment.  
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(a) Bearing Stress = 50 MPa 
 
       
(b) Bearing Stress = 100 MPa 
 
       
(c) Bearing Stress  = 200 MPa 
 
       
 
(d) Bearing Stress  = 325 MPa 
 
       
(e) Bearing Stress  = 450 MPa 
 
Figure 2.17 Progression of damage in the C1 zero-dominated joint 
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Figure 2.18 Bearing stiffness reduction for a C4 zero-dominated joint 
 
The progression of damage for this joint configuration is shown in figure 2.19. Similar trends 
to those observed for the C4 quasi-isotropic joint (Section 2.5.2.2) are also evident in this 
case. Compared to the C1 zero-dominated case, the initial damage is more localised and 
occurs at lower bearing stress levels. At 450 MPa the damage state is quite similar to the C1 
zero-dominated case. This again supports the hypothesis that clearance only affects onset 
failure with little effect on final failure.  
 
2.5.3 Effect of shear non-linearity 
 
The C1 quasi-isotropic and zero-dominated joints were re-run with the non-linear shear model 
(developed in Section 2.4.2) implemented. The results for these two joint configurations are 
shown in figure 2.20. As can be seen the effect of including shear non-linearity was small. 
Probably the only significant difference was that the simulations ran to a higher bearing stress 
level. 
 
The reason why the effect of shear non-linearity was small was because the degree of 
anisotropy in these joints was small. However, shear non-linearity could play a significant role 
in angle ply laminates, such as a  ns45  laminate where the shear stiffnesses are 
predominant. 
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(a) Bearing Stress = 50 MPa 
 
       
(b) Bearing Stress = 100 MPa 
 
       
(c) Bearing Stress = 200 MPa 
 
       
(d) Bearing Stress = 325 MPa 
 
       
(e) Bearing Stress = 450 MPa 
 
Figure 2.19 Progression of damage in the C4 zero-dominated joint 
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          (a) Quasi-isotropic               (b) Zero-dominated 
 
Figure 2.20 Effect of shear-non-linearity in the C1 joints  
 
 
 
2.5.4 Alternative failure criteria and property reduction schemes 
 
In this section, the sensitivity of the model to the failure detection criteria and property 
reduction scheme is investigated. The bearing stiffness-stress curve from the experiments and 
the simulations for the C1 quasi-isotropic case (Section 2.5.2.1) is used to compare the models 
in this section. 
 
2.5.4.1 Failure detection using the Tasi-Wu failure criterion  
 
To investigate an alternative failure detection approach, it was decided to use the three-
dimensional form of the Tasi-Wu failure criterion [22]. This criterion takes the following 
form: 
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where  3,2,1,, jiij  is the stress tensor and  3,2,1,, jiSij  is the strength tensor. The 
superscripts T and C on the components of the strength tensor S denote material strength in 
tension and compression respectively. The interactive strength constants Fij are not critical and 
can be approximated [17]. Following the work of Wu & Stachurski [23], the interactive 
strength constants were approximated here as: 
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This failure criterion does not distinguish between different failure modes and so individual 
material property reduction for each mode is not possible. Instead, when failure was detected, 
all material properties at the failed point were reduced to 10% of their original value. The 
result for this is shown along with that determined using Hashin’s [15] failure criteria (with 
individual property reduction to 10% of original value) and the experimental result in figure 
2.21. As can be seen, the Tsai-Wu failure criterion resulted in essentially constant bearing 
stiffness up to a bearing stress of approximately 225 MPa. At this point, failure initiated and 
thereafter, a sudden loss of bearing stiffness occurred. The onset failure load is in good 
agreement with the experiment but the sudden loss of bearing stiffness is in poor agreement 
with the experimental result. Thus, it appears to be important to have an individual property 
reduction scheme implemented in progressive damage simulations of bolted joints.  
 
 
 
Figure 2.21 Comparison between the Tsai-Wu [22] failure criterion and Hashin [15] 
failure criteria applied to the bolted joint problem 
 
 
 
2.5.4.2 Alternative property reduction scheme 
 
In the previous sections, upon failure at a material point, the material properties were reduced 
to 10% of their original value. The effect of the degree of property reduction on the direct 
moduli E11, E22 and E33 is investigated here.  
 
The first material property considered was the longitudinal compressive modulus, E11. It was 
felt that reducing this material property to 10% (as in Section 2.5.2) when failure occurred was 
too severe since the material that failed in compression could still support additional load. To 
investigate this, the C1 quasi-isotropic joint (Section 2.5.2.1) was re-run with the compressive 
longitudinal modulus reduced to 40% of its original value when failure occurred. The result 
for this is shown in figure 2.22. As can be seen, the joint stiffness reduction is significantly 
improved (relative to the experimental result) up to a bearing stress of approximately 450 
MPa, but thereafter the solution is too stiff. It appears that a non-linear reduction of the 
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compressive modulus may be more suitable for this application.  This could be implemented 
in a similar manner to the non-linear shear moduli reduction discussed in Section 2.4.2 and 
would be an interesting future development. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.22 Effect of alternative longitudinal compressive property reduction  
 
 
When the matrix fails in compression around the hole boundary, it can still support load in 
compression but not in tension. Thus, the failed matrix can act as a “cushion” between the bolt 
and the un-failed portion of the laminate. Indeed, it is this failed material (including broken 
fibres) that transfers the load to the rest of the laminate, thus producing a progressive failure 
response. To try and better simulate this “cushioning” effect, the transverse moduli, E22 and 
E33 were reduced to 40% (instead of 10% previously) of their original value when failure 
occurred. The result for this is shown in figure 2.23. Again the stiffness reduction response 
seems to have improved (relative to the experiment) over the original case (i.e., when the 
transverse moduli were reduced to 10%). It is believed that this is due to less out-of-plane 
deformation with stiffer failed transverse moduli, which results in E11 having more effect on 
the bearing failure response (since more load is kept in-plane). 
    
A full parameter study on property reduction schemes would be a lengthy process and is 
recommended for a future study. From the above analysis, it can be stated that the solution of 
the progressive damage model is quite sensitive to the degree of property reduction.  However, 
simply reducing the moduli to 10% of their original value provided a good estimation to the 
damage response for all joint configurations considered here. 
 
As a final comment, it should be emphasised that the joints examined in this section were 
designed to fail in bearing (i.e. localised crushing of the hole), since the width to diameter 
ratio (w/d) was 6, and the joint contained a single bolt. In general, as outlined in D1.1 [2], 
joints can fail in several other modes. A mode of particular interest is so-called “net tension” 
whereby the laminate failes in tension at the hole. Developing a damage model for this case 
will need to be done is several steps. As a first step, the damage model developed in this 
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section is in the next section applied to a centre-notched tension specimen, and then in the 
following section to a specimen with a central hole. In both of these cases, net tension is the 
only possible failure load (bearing is not an issue). Once the damage model for these cases has 
been developed, a bolted joint configuration in which both bearing failure and net tension 
failure is a possibility (e.g. when w/d = 3 in a single-bolt joint) can be modelled. 
 
 
 
Figure 2.23 Effect of alternative transverse property reduction  
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Section 3: Application of Progressive Failure Model to Centre-
Notched Tension (CNT) Specimens 
 
3.1 Introduction 
 
In the previous section a three-dimensional progressive damage analysis (PDA) procedure was 
developed and was applied to bolted joints. This section describes the application of the three-
dimensional PDA procedure to centre-notch tension panels. Failure loads and residual 
strengths of CNT panels are predicted using the PDA procedure. Numerical results are 
compared against test values. The PDA methodology is used to predict the initiation and 
growth of matrix cracks and fibre failure. 
 
Experiments on centre-notch tension (CNT) panels were conducted by Coats and Harris [24]. 
All the CNT panel dimensions, material properties and experimental data are taken directly 
from this reference. A typical centre-notch tension panel is shown in figure 3.1. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.1 Centre notch tension panel  
 
Four CNT specimens are considered for modelling purposes. The geometric dimensions of the 
CNT panels are shown in table 3.1. These four panels were modelled by Coats and Harris [24] 
using a continuum damage mechanics approach. The largest of the panels (Panel 4) was also 
modelled by Riccio [25] using a PDA approach similar to the present one. 
 
Table 3.1 CNT panel dimensions 
 
Panel 
number 
L 
(mm) 
W 
(mm) 
Thickness 
(mm) 
Notch 
length (2a0) 
(mm) 
(2a0)/ 
(W) 
1  460.0 101.6 2.36 12.7 0.125 
2 460.0 101.6 2.36 25.4 0.25 
3 860.0 305.0 2.41 76.2 0.25 
4 2300.0 910.0 2.39 228.6 0.25 
 
 
The material for all the CNT panels is AS4/938. The elastic and strength properties for this 
material (from references [24, 25]) are listed in tables 3.2 and 3.3 respectively.  
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Table 3.2 Ply material (AS4/938) elastic properties 
 
E11 
(N/mm2) 
E22 
(N/mm2) 
E33 
(N/mm2) 
12 13 23 G12 
(N/mm2) 
G13 
(N/mm2) 
G23 
(N/mm2) 
135100 9380 9380 0.32 0.32 0.51 4960 4960 4960 
 
Table 3.3 Ply material (AS4/938) strength properties 
 
TS11  (N/mm
2) 2280 
CS11  (N/mm
2) 1440 
TS 22  (N/mm
2) 57 
CS 22  (N/mm
2) 228 
TS33  (N/mm
2) 57 
CS33  (N/mm
2) 228 
12S  (N/mm
2) 71 
13S  (N/mm
2) 71 
23S  (N/mm
2) 71 
 
3.1.1 Finite element model development 
 
MSC.Patran was used to create the finite element models of all the CNT panels. ABAQUS 
was used for carrying out the progressive damage analysis. All the panels had 13 layers. The 
stacking sequence for all the CNT panels is  S0/3090/0/45  . In the finite element model 
all the CNT panels were 2.39mm thick. Hence the ply thickness was 0.18385mm. Due to 
symmetry, only one quarter of the CNT panel needs to be modelled. Due to symmetry in 
stacking sequence, only half of the geometry in the thickness direction needs to be modelled. 
Hence, only 7 plies through the thickness were modelled in the finite element model. Each ply 
in the thickness direction was modelled using one C3D8 (8-node brick) element. The 
thickness of the centre 0 layer, in the finite element model was half of its actual thickness.  
 
For creating meshes in this section, a tool (named “CNT”) was developed which substantially 
automates the process of generating the finite element models. This was done to minimise the 
possibility of errors in mesh generation, and is likely to be useful throughout the project. A 
brief description of the tool is given in Appendix A. 
 
Note: All “displacements” reported in this section are for the full panel (i.e. FE 
displacements from the quarter model have been doubled). 
 
3.1.2 Boundary conditions 
 
Boundary conditions for a typical CNT panel can be explained with the help of figure 3.2. All 
nodes on edge 1 (excluding notch tip nodes) are allowed to translate in the x and y directions 
(“edge 1” refers to all through-thickness nodes at edge 1). All nodes on edges 2 and 4 are 
allowed to translate in the x-direction. Displacement in the y-direction for these nodes is set to 
0. All nodes on edge 3 (including notch tip nodes) are allowed to translate in the y-direction. 
Displacement in x-direction for these nodes is set to 0. All nodes on edge 5 are allowed to 
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translate in the y-direction. All these nodes have prescribed x-displacement. All nodes on edge 
6 are allowed to translate in both x and y directions. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.2 Geometry of the CNT panel used in finite element models 
 
 
3.2 Initial investigation of effect of finite element mesh (Panel 4) 
 
The progressive damage analysis procedure was first applied to Panel 4 (the 910mm wide 
CNT panel), since this panel was modelled in both [24] and [25]. The finite element mesh 
adopted for this panel was taken from [25] and is referred to here as mesh type 1-1. It can be 
explained with the help of figure 3.2.  
 
The element meshing scheme in Mesh Type 1-1 is: 
 
Number of elements along edge 1 =  10 
Number of elements along edge 2 =  10 
Number of elements along edge 3 =  10 
Number of elements along edge 4 =  10 
 
Mesh type 1-1 is shown in figure 3.3.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.3 In-plane mesh (mesh type 1-1) of Panel 4 (notch length = 228.6mm) 
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The load displacement curve for the 910mm wide panel using this mesh is shown in figure 
3.4. The experimental failure load given in [24] for this panel was 289.3 kN. From figure 3.4, 
it can be seen that the predicted failure load is considerably higher than the experimental 
value. Note that the failure load was also greatly overestimated in [25]. 
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Figure 3.4 Load-displacement curve (Mesh Type 1-1), notch length 228.6mm   
 
 
Hence an investigation was carried out with respect to the property reduction scheme 
implemented in the progressive damage analysis. As mentioned in Section 2.5.2, in the 
progressive damage analysis procedure, the moduli were reduced to 10% of their original 
value when failure was detected. The effect of applying this property reduction scheme on the 
stress in a failed element is shown in figure 3.5. As can be seen, the stress drops to a low value 
on failure, but can then rise again as the load on the panel is increased. The slope of stress-
strain curve in the element after failure is one-tenth of the original slope, i.e. the modulus is 
reduced by a factor of 10 as required. However, clearly the element is still capable of taking 
high stress (higher even than the stress which originally caused failure). While such a response 
may be appropriate for the bearing failures seen in Section 2, this may not be very 
representative of composite tensile failure behaviour, particularly tensile fibre behaviour. 
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Figure 3.5 Stress strain curve for an element with fibre failure (all moduli reduced to 
10% of their original value)  
 
 
To improve the failure load prediction, an alternative property reduction scheme was then 
used in the progressive damage analysis. In this scheme, the moduli were reduced to to a very 
low value (5N/mm2). A typical stress strain curve with this property reduction model is shown 
in figure 3.6.  
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Figure 3.6 Stress strain curve for an element with fibre failure (all moduli reduced to 5 
N/mm2) 
 
 
With this property reduction scheme (moduli reduced to 5 N/mm2), two finite element meshes 
were investigated. Mesh Type 1-1 was used first. The load displacement curve is shown in 
figure 3.7. The failure load prediction was clearly much better than that predicted in figure 3.4. 
However, the failure load was still considerably higher than the experimental value. Hence, a 
finer mesh (Mesh Type 1-2) was adopted as shown in figure 3.8. Details of this mesh are as 
follows. 
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Mesh type 1-2 (see figure 3.2 for edge definitions) :  
 
Number of elements along edge 1 =  10 
Number of elements along edge 2 =  20 
Number of elements along edge 3 =  20 
Number of elements along edge 4 =  10 
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Figure 3.7 Load-displacement curves, notch length 228.6mm 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.8 In-plane mesh (mesh type 1-2) of CNT Panel 4, notch length (2a0)=228.6mm  
 
 
The load displacement curve (Mesh Type 1-2 ) is shown in figure 3.7 from which it can be 
seen that the failure load prediction is better for Mesh 1-2, than the prediction of Mesh 1-1. 
However, this failure load (mesh type 1-2) is still 41% higher than the experimental value. 
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3.3 Alternative meshing scheme (Panel 2) 
 
As discussed in the last subsection, simple meshes (such as meshes 1-1 and 1-2) were 
inadequate for predicting the failure load of the 910mm wide CNT panel. Hence another mesh 
pattern for the CNT panels based on reference [24] was investigated.  
 
To allow manageable runtimes for this investigation, the improved mesh pattern was first 
investigated for a smaller CNT panel (Panel 2, notch size 25.4mm). The improved mesh for 
Panel 2 is shown in figures 3.9 and 3.10. For each layer, there are 24 elements from the notch 
tip to the panel’s edge. In the property reduction scheme, all the moduli were reduced to 5 
N/mm2. This new mesh is referred to here as Mesh 2-1. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.9 In-plane mesh (Mesh 2-1) of Panel 2, notch length (2a0)=25.4mm (figure also 
shows through-thickness layers) 
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Figure 3.10 Enlarged view of part of the in-plane mesh (Mesh 2-1) for Panel 2 
 
 
This panel was first analysed using full-integration solid elements. The load displacement 
curve is shown in figure 3.11. The experimental failure load for this panel was 66.7 kN. As 
can be seen, the predicted failure load, is much closer (error only 9.6%) to the experimental 
value, when compared to the predictions in figure 3.7. 
 
This panel was also analysed using reduced integration elements to see if there is any further 
improvement in failure load predictions. However, as cen be seen, while, the full integration 
model overestimates the failure load by 9.6%, the reduced integration model underestimates 
the failure load by 8.7%. So, it was dicided to use full integration elements in all other CNT 
models. 
 
This CNT panel was also re-run with the nonlinear shear model (see section 2.4.2) excluded 
from the progressive damage program, to see the effect of shear nonlinearity on the load-
displacement behaviour. From figure 3.11, it can be seen that shear nonlinearity had no effect 
on the load-displacement behaviour of the panel up to failure but did have some effect during 
unloading. It was therefore decided to retain shear nonlinearity effects in further models. 
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L = 460mm, w = 101.6mm, notch length = 25.4mm, material AS4/938
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Figure 3.11 Load-displacement curves for Panel 2 (notch length 25.4mm) with Mesh 2-1 
 
A finite element mesh refinement study was also conducted on Panel 2 to examine the effect 
of notch tip element edge length on the failure load. This is the length of the elements along 
edge 3 of figure 3.2. Three notch tip element edge lengths, 1.5875 mm, 0.79375 mm, and 
3.175 mm, were considered. Edge length 1.5875 mm corresponds to the mesh shown in figure 
3.9 (Mesh 2-1). Two more meshes (Mesh 2-2 and Mesh 2-3) were constructed corresponding 
to element edge lengths 0.79375 mm and 3.175 mm respectively. These meshes are shown in 
figures 3.12 to 3.14. 
 
Figure 3.15 shows the load displacement curves for the three meshes. This figure clearly 
shows that a coarse mesh (Mesh 2-3) over predicts the failure load. The finest mesh (Mesh 
2-2) matches the experimental failure load most closely. Coats and Harris also reported that 
the failure load with their continuum damage mechanics model was mesh dependent. Their 
approach was to use the same notch tip element edge length for all four panels to allow direct 
comparison between the predictions in each model. Note this has significant implications for 
the number of elements and hence run time for the largest panel (Panel 4). In the present work, 
the same approach of using the same notch tip element edge length for all four panels was 
taken. Ideally the smallest element edge length from the above three meshes (0.79375 mm) 
would be used, since it gave the best match of the Panel 2 experimental result. However, this 
resulted in a model for Panel 4 which was not practical (leading to “out-of-core” problems and 
extremely long run times). Therefore the element edge length from Mesh 2-1 (1.5875 mm) 
was used in the remaining models. Considering the predicted failure load for Panel 2 with this 
mesh was within 10% of the experiment, this was regarded as a suitable compromise. 
 
 
Figure 3.12 Mesh-2-2, Panel 2 
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Figure 3.13 Enlarged view of part of Mesh 2-2, Panel 2 
 
 
 
Figure 3.14 Mesh 2-3, Panel 2 
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Figure 3.15 Load displacement curves using meshes of different notch tip element edge 
lengths, Panel 2 
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3.4 Alternative meshing scheme applied to other CNT panels 
 
Finite element models for Panels 1, 3 and 4 were then constructed based on the improved 
mesh pattern in the previous section with notch tip element edge length 1.5875 mm.  
 
3.4.1 CNT Panel 1 (notch length 12.7mm) 
 
Using a notch tip element edge length 1.5875 mm for this panel led to two different mesh 
transition possibilities. These two meshes are shown in figures 3.16, 3.17, 3.18, and 3.19. 
Close examination of these figures reveals a slight difference in the mesh transitioning. The 
load displacement curves for Panel 1 are shown in figure 3.20. Both the meshes predicted the 
same failure load. The experimental failure load for this panel was 88.5 kN, so the error 
associated with the PDA prediction was 6.5%. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.16 In-plane mesh (Mesh 3-1) of Panel 1 (notch length =12.7mm) 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.17 Enlarged view of part of the in-plane mesh (Mesh 3-1) 
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Figure 3.18 In-plane mesh (Mesh 3-2) of Panel 1 (notch length =12.7mm) 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.19 Enlarged view of part of the in-plane mesh (Mesh 3-2) 
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Figure 3.20 Load displacement curves for the CNT panel, notch length 12.7mm 
 
 
3.4.2 CNT Panel 3 (notch length 76.2mm) 
 
The finite element mesh for this panel is shown in figures 3.21 and 3.22. The load 
displacement curve for this panel is shown in figure 3.23. The failure process for Panel 3 was 
gradual, in contrast to the sudden failure processes observed for Panels 1 and 2. The 
experimental failure load for this panel was 138.2 kN, so the error associated with the PDA 
predicted failure load was 26.1%, which is considerably higher than the errors for Panels 1 
and 2.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.21 In-plane mesh of Panel 3 (notch length = 76.2mm) 
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Figure 3.22 Enlarged view of part of the in-plane mesh for Panel 3 
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Figure 3.23 Load-displacement curve for Panel 3 (notch length 76.2mm) 
 
 
3.4.3 CNT Panel 4 (notch length 228.6 mm) 
 
The finite element mesh for this panel is shown in figures 3.24 and 3.25. The load 
displacement curve for this panel, using this mesh, is shown in figure 3.26. The experimental 
failure load for this panel was 289.26 kN, so the PDA prediction had an error of  23.3%. From 
figure 3.26, it can be seen that the failure process for this panel was gradual (even more 
gradual than that for panel 3). It may be noted that Coats and Harris also reported that their 
continuum damage mechanics model predicted substantial “stable fibre fracture” for this 
panel, indicating a gradual failure also. 
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Figure 3.24 In-plane mesh of Panel 4 (notch length = 228.6mm) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.25 Enlarged view of part of the in-plane mesh for Panel 4 
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Figure 3.26 Load-displacement curve for Panel 4 (notch length 228.6mm) 
 
 
3.5 Summary of residual strength and failure load predictions 
 
Residual strength predictions for the CNT panels are summarised in figure 3.27. The 
percentage error for the PDA predictions is less than 10% for Panels 1 and 2, while the error 
for Panels 3 and 4 is higher. This may be related to the more gradual failure process in Panels 
3 and 4, which is not modelled properly, which will be examined in the future. From the 
figure it can also be seen that, for the same 2a0/W ratio (i.e. Panels 2, 3 and 4), experimental 
residual strength decreases with panel width, and the PDA correctly predicted this.  
 
Failure load predictions for the CNT panels are summarised in figure 3.28. From this figure it 
can be seen that the experimental failure loads for panels 2, 3 and 4 are in an ascending order 
which was also correctly predicted by PDA.  
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Figure 3.27 Residual strength predictions for the CNT panels 
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Figure 3.28 Failure load predictions for the CNT panels 
 
 
3.6 Ply-level damage predictions of CNT panels 
 
The output from the progressive damage program was postprocessed to predict the type and 
extent of damage in each ply. In the damage figures in this subsection, an element is treated as 
failed in a particular mode, only if all the integration points of that element failed in that 
mode.  
 
Figures 3.29 and 3.30 show the damage development for Panel 1. For this panel, first tensile 
matrix failure occurred at a load of 59kN. At 83% of the failure load, tensile matrix failure 
had extended 6.35mm from the notch tip and had propagated 3.2 mm in the loading direction. 
At this load, the notch tip elements (in layers 0°, 30°, -30°, 45°) had experienced fibre failures. 
At the failure load, the 45° layer had the most number of elements failed in tensile fibre mode. 
Fibre failure had extended 12.7mm from notch tip and tensile matrix failure had extended 
30.2mm from the notch tip. The 90° layer had the most number of elements failed in tensile 
matrix mode. 
 
Figures 3.31 and 3.32 show the damage development for Panel 2. For this panel, first tensile 
matrix failure occurred at a load of  38.7 kN. At 79% of the failure load, tensile matrix failure 
had extended 4.8mm from the notch tip and had propagated 3.2mm in the loading direction. 
At this load, only one element (notch tip element in the centre 0° layer) had failed in the 
tensile fibre mode. At the failure load, tensile fibre failure had extended 9.5mm from the notch 
tip and tensile matrix failure had extended 17.5mm from the notch tip. The 90° layer had the 
most number of elements failed in tensile matrix mode.  
 
Figures 3.33 and 3.34 show the damage development for Panel 3. For this panel first tensile 
matrix failure occurred at a load of 61.2kN. At 69% of the failure load, tensile matrix failure 
had extended 9.5mm from the notch tip and had propagated 4.5 mm in the loading direction. 
At this load, tensile fibre failure had extended 6.4mm from the notch tip. At failure load, 
tensile matrix failure had extended 55.6mm from the notch tip and tensile fibre failure had 
extended 38.1mm from the notch tip. 
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Figures 3.35 and 3.36 show the damage development for Panel 4. For this panel first matrix 
failure occurred at a load of 102 kN. First tensile fibre failure occurred at a load of  135.9 kN. 
With increasing load, tensile fibre failure was propagating towards the panel’s edge. At 57% 
of the failure load, tensile fibre failure had extended 9.5mm from the notch tip and tensile 
matrix failure had extended 12.7mm from the notch tip. Unlike the tensile fibre failure, tensile 
matrix failure had propagated in the loading direction. At 83% of the failure load, tensile fibre 
failure had extended 36.5mm from the notch tip and tensile matrix failure had extended 
42.9mm from the notch tip. 
 
From the above, it can be seen that Panels 3 and 4 experienced stable fibre failure for a 
considerable period before final failure of the panel, which is in contrast to the behaviour of 
Panels 1 and 2. Such stable fibre failure was also predicted by Coats and Harris. 
 
 
3.7 Deformed shape of Panel 2 
 
For reference, figures 3.37 to 3.38 show the deformed shape of Panel 2. 
 
 
3.8 Conclusions  
 
From the analyses carried out on the CNT panels the following conclusions can be drawn.  
 
The failure load predictions from the PDA for the CNT panels were dependent upon (i) type 
of mesh, (ii) material property degradation rule used, (iii) integration schemes used for the 
finite element (full integration or reduced integration), and (iv) notch tip element edge length. 
 
It was clear that the material property degradation rule used in Section 2 to predict joint 
bearing failures did not perform at all well in predicting net tension failures in this section. 
This suggests that different material property degradation rules may be needed for 
compressive and tensile failure modes, if a single PDA model is to be used for predicting all 
tyes of failures in composite bolted joints. This will be investigated further within the project. 
 
The PDA procedure was able to predict the correct trends for residual strength of all four 
panels. From the ply level damage figures it was also apparent that it was able to predict the 
stable fibre failure process preceding final failure of Panels 3 and 4, predicted by the CDM 
model of Coats and Harris.  
 
The errors associated with PDA predicted failure loads for Panels 1 and 2 were less than 10%, 
while those for Panels 3 and 4 were higher. This may be related to the gradual failure process 
observed in Panels 3 and 4. Possible improvements may be obtained by adjusting parameters 
such as shear non-linearity, and notch tip element edge size. The dependency on element edge 
size needs further investigation as to whether the failure processes modelled with the PDA are 
best averaged over a certain length (i.e. whether a scaling effect exists). 
 
Alternate damage analysis procedures such as continuum damage mechanics approaches will 
be examined in WP 2. 
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        -45                       45                           0                       90                     -30                       30                        0 
 
Figure 3.29 Tensile matrix failure (at failure load), Panel 1 (notch length = 12.7mm) 
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-45          45           0            90 (no damage)      -30        30          0 
 
Figure 3.30 Tensile fibre failure (at failure load), Panel 1 (notch length = 12.7mm) 
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      -45             45               0               90             -30             30                0 
 
Figure 3.31 Tensile matrix failure (at failure load), Panel 2 (notch length = 25.4mm) 
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-45         45            0          90 (no damage)      -30          30           0 
 
Figure 3.32 Tensile fibre failure (at failure load), Panel 2 (notch length = 25.4mm) 
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       -45                    45                     0                       90                    -30                     30                   0 
 
Figure 3.33 Tensile matrix failure (at failure load), Panel 3 (notch length = 76.2mm) 
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       -45                    45                     0                90 (no damage)                    -30                     30                   0 
 
Figure 3.34 Tensile fibre failure (at failure load), Panel 3 (notch length = 76.2mm) 
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       -45                    45                           0                       90                      -30                       30                   0 
 
Figure 3.35 Tensile matrix failure (at failure load), Panel 4 (notch length = 228.6mm) 
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       -45                    45              0                    90                 -30                 30                   0 
 
Figure 3.36 Tensile fibre failure (at failure load), Panel 4 (notch length = 228.6mm) 
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Figure 3.37 Deformed shape at 78.8% of failure load, Panel 2 (notch length = 25.4mm) 
(deformation scale factor = 18) 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.38 Enlarged view of part of the deformed shape, Panel 2 
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Section 4: Application of Progressive Failure Model to Open Hole 
Tension (OHT) Specimens 
 
4.1 Introduction 
 
In the previous sections, the progressive damage analysis (PDA) procedure was applied to 
bolted joints (Section 2) and centre-notch tension specimens (Section 3). This section 
describes the application of the three-dimensional PDA procedure to open hole tension (OHT) 
specimens. These specimens will be tested in WP 3 of the current project. Failure loads and 
load displacement behaviours for the OHT specimens are predicted using the PDA procedure, 
and can be treated as pre-test predictions. A typical open hole tension specimen is shown in 
figure 4.1. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.1 Open hole tension specimen 
 
 
Three lay-ups will be tested and are modelled here. The geometric dimensions, number of 
layers, and stacking sequence for the OHT specimens are shown in table 4.1. As can be seen, 
the three different stacking sequences are quasi-isotropic, zero-dominated and cross-ply. The 
material for all the OHT panels is carbon/epoxy (HTA/6376). This material was also used in 
modelling bolted joints in Section 2. The ply elastic properties for this material were listed in 
table 2.1. The ply strength properties for this material are listed in table 4.2. 
 
Table 4.1 Geometric and lay-up parameters for the OHT specimens 
OHT model 
number  
OHT-1  
(quasi-isotropic) 
OHT-2  
(zero-dominated) 
OHT-3  
(cross-ply) 
OHT geometric 
and lay-up 
parameters 
lay-up [45/0/-45/90/45/0/-45/90]s [45/0/-45/90/0/0/45/0/-45/0]s [90/0/90/0/90/0/90/0]s 
Number of 
layers 
16 20 16 
L (mm) 200 200 200 
W (mm) 36 36 36 
t (mm) 2.08 2.6 2.08 
D (mm) 6 6 6 
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Table 4.2 Ply material (HTA/6376) strength properties 
 
TS11  (N/mm
2) 2200 
CS11  (N/mm
2) 1600 
TS 22  (N/mm
2) 70 
CS 22  (N/mm
2) 250 
TS33  (N/mm
2) 50 
CS33  (N/mm
2) 300 
12S  (N/mm
2) 120 
13S  (N/mm
2) 120 
23S  (N/mm
2) 50 
 
 
 
4.2 Finite element model development 
 
The finite element models for the OHT specimens were developed following a similar 
procedure for CNT specimens (subsection 3.1.1). Hence, one-eighth models were developed 
for all the three OHT specimens. Appropriate symmetry boundary conditions were applied to 
the one-eighth models. 
 
4.3 Quasi-isotropic lay-up 
 
OHT-1 (quasi-isotropic lay-up) was considered first. It has been reported in subsection 3.2, 
that the property reduction scheme affected the value of the predicted failure load of CNT 
specimens. Hence, a similar investigation was also carried out on the OHT specimens, to see 
if the property reduction scheme has any effect on the PDA predicted failure load. Figure 4.2 
shows the load displacement curves for OHT-1, using the same two property reduction 
schemes used in Section 3. Clearly the property reduction scheme has a major effect on the 
predicted response. Though it cannot be stated with certainty without experimental results, it 
appears likely that the most accurate prediction is from the property reduction scheme with 
moduli reduced to 5 N/mm2 and so the failure load prediction from this section corresponds to 
this scheme. 
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OHT (quasi-isotropic lay-up), L=200mm, W=36mm, D=6mm, t=2.08mm, material HTA/6376
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Figure 4.2 Load displacement curves for OHT (quasi-isotropic lay-up) model 
 
 
4.3.1 Effect of mesh refinement on OHT (quasi-isotropic) specimen 
 
Three finite element meshes (shown in figure 4.3) were considered to examine the effect of 
mesh on failure load predictions. Figure 4.4 shows the load displacement curves for the 
OHT-1 specimen (quasi-isotropic) using the three meshes. Results for Mesh-1 and Mesh-3 are 
virtually identical, but a lower failure load is predicted by Mesh-2. This result indicates that 
the results do not converge with increasing mesh density in the way that linear, elastic models 
do. Further investigations of the effects of mesh density are warranted. Again, without 
experimental data it cannot be said which mesh better predicts the failure load. For the 
remainder of this section all predictions correspond to Mesh-1. The predicted gross section 
failure stress (calculated as the failure load divided by the unnotched cross-sectional area) for 
this specimen with Mesh-1 is 243.96 N/mm2. 
 
 
 
        
Mesh-1                         Mesh-2                      Mesh-3 
 
Figure 4.3 Finite element meshes used for OHT-1 (quasi-isotropic lay-up) model 
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OHT (quasi-isotropic lay-up), L=200mm, W=36mm, D=6mm, t=2.08mm, material HTA/6376
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Figure 4.4 Load-displacement curves for three meshes, OHT (quasi-isotropic) 
 
 
4.4 Zero-dominated lay-up 
 
The PDA procedure was then applied to the OHT-2 (zero-dominated lay-up) specimen. For 
this specimen also, both property reduction schemes were investigated. Figure 4.5 shows the 
load displacement curves using the two property reduction schemes. Again the property 
reduction scheme has a major effect. From the property reduction scheme with moduli 
decreased to 5 N/mm2 the gross section failure stress for this specimen is 325.26 N/mm2. This 
is higher than that of the quasi-isotropic specimen. 
 
 
OHT (zero-dominated lay-up), L=200mm, W=36mm, D=6mm, t=2.6mm, material HTA/6376
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Figure 4.5 Load-displacement curves, OHT (zero-dominated) 
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4.5 Cross-Ply lay-up 
 
The last OHT model analysed was the cross-ply lay-up model (OHT-3). Figure 4.6 shows the 
load displacement curves for this specimen. The gross section failure stress using the property 
reduction scheme with moduli reduced to 5 N/mm2 for this specimen is 398.61 N/mm2. So, 
considering all three specimens, OHT-3 with crossply lay-up had the maximum failure stress. 
 
 
OHT (cross-ply lay-up), L=200mm, W=36mm, D=6mm, t=2.08mm, material HTA/6376
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Figure 4.6 Load-displacement curves, OHT (cross-ply) 
 
 
4.6 Ply-level damage predictions for the OHT specimens 
 
Figures 4.7 to 4.11 show the damage development for the OHT-2 (zero-dominated) specimen. 
From figure 4.7 it can be seen that, there was little matrix failure and no fibre failure at the 
specimen failure load. To investigate this, damage progression at two post-failure stages were 
obtained. 
 
The specimen failed at a displacement of 0.8 mm. Figures 4.8 and 4.9 show that at a 
displacement of 0.9 mm, all plies had tensile matrix failure. The 90 ply had the most number 
of elements with matrix failure. However, there was only a little tensile fibre failure (in the 
+45 and -45 plies). 
 
Figures 4.10 and 4.11 show that at a displacement of 1.0 mm both matrix and fibre failure was 
extensive. Thus the load apparently drops sharply at the first fibre failure and then fibre failure 
progresses rapidly. 
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            45                       0                         -45                         90 
Figure 4.7 Tensile matrix failure, OHT-2 (zero-dominated) panel, displacement 0.8 mm, 
load 30.44KN (failure load) – NOTE: No tensile fibre failure detected at this load  
 
 
 
 
    45                                 0                         -45                     90 
Figure 4.8 Tensile matrix failure, OHT-2 (zero-dominated) panel, displacement 0.9 mm 
 
   no damage                  no damage 
 
    45                                 0                     -45                     90 
Figure 4.9 Tensile fibre failure, OHT-2 (zero-dominated) panel, displacement 0.9 mm 
 
 
 
 
      45                           0                       -45                        90 
Figure 4.10 Tensile matrix failure, OHT (zero-dominated) panel, displacement 1.0 mm 
 
         no tensile fibre failure 
      45                           0                       -45                                       90 
Figure 4.11 Tensile fibre failure, OHT (zero-dominated) panel, displacement 1.0 mm 
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4.7 Conclusions 
 
Similarly to the CNT specimens, the failure load predictions for the OHT specimens were 
dependent on the property reduction scheme used. The mesh density study indicated that 
results did not converge with increasing mesh density and further study is required. The lay-up 
with the highest predicted gross section failure stress was the cross-ply lay-up (OHT-3). 
Comparisons with experiment will be made when results become available from WP 3.  
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Section 5: Overall Conclusions 
 
A progressive damage analysis (PDA) procedure based on Stiffness Reduction (SR) has been 
developed and applied to bolted joints which fail in bearing, Centre Notched Tension (CNT) 
specimens which fail in net tension, and Open Hole Tension (OHT) specimens which also fail 
in net tension.  
 
For the bolted joints, the progressive damage model was found to give good correlation with 
the experimental results for the four joint configurations considered (two lay-ups with two 
bolt-hole clearances). It was found that bolt-hole clearance had a strong effect on damage 
initiation, but had little effect on the damage state at higher load levels. This was true for both 
lay-ups. It was also found the rate of damage growth was slower in the clearance case which 
was due to the progressive growth of the contact area coupled with progressive damage of the 
material (i.e, the contact area was growing while the material was failing). Some alternative 
failure criteria and stiffness reduction shemes were also examined for bolted joints. It was 
found that the method was sensitive to the degree of property reduction and the failure 
detection criteria employed.  
 
For the CNT specimens, it was found that the failure load predictions were dependent upon (i) 
type of mesh, (ii) material property degradation rule used, (iii) integration schemes used for 
the finite element (full integration or reduced integration), and (iv) notch tip element edge 
length. 
 
It was clear that the material property degradation rule used to predict bolted joint bearing 
failures did not perform at all well in predicting net tension failures in CNT specimens. This 
suggests that different material property degradation rules may be needed for compressive and 
tensile failure modes, if a single PDA model is to be used for predicting all tyes of failures in 
composite bolted joints. This will be investigated further within the project. 
 
The PDA procedure was able to predict the correct trends for residual strength of all four CNT 
panels. From the ply level damage figures it was also apparent that it was able to predict the 
stable fibre failure process preceding final failure of Panels 3 and 4, predicted by the CDM 
model of Coats and Harris.  
 
Possible improvements in the predictions for the larger CNT panels may be obtained by 
adjusting parameters such as shear non-linearity, and notch tip element edge size. The 
dependency on element edge size needs further investigation as to whether the failure 
processes modelled with the PDA are best averaged over a certain length (i.e. whether a 
scaling effect exists). 
 
Similarly to the CNT specimens, the failure load predictions for the OHT specimens were 
dependent on the property reduction scheme used. The mesh density study indicated that 
results did not converge with increasing mesh density and further study is required. The lay-up 
with the highest predicted gross section failure stress was the cross-ply lay-up (OHT-3). 
Comparisons with experiment will be made when results become available from WP 3. 
 
Alternate damage analysis procedures such as continuum damage mechanics approaches will 
be examined in WP 2. 
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Appendix A : Semi-automatic model generation of Centre-Notch 
Tension specimens 
 
To minimise the possibility for errors, a pre-processing tool called “CNT” was developed to 
automate the three dimensional model generation processes of the CNT specimens,. This tool 
was developed in MSC.Patran using the Patran Command Language (PCL). Figure A.1 shows 
the Patran main menu with CNT. CNT has four modules: “CNT Plate Solid Model”, “CNT 
Plate Mesh Seed Definitions”, “CNT Plate Boundary Conditions”, and “CNT Plate Layered 
Property Definition”. All these modules can be accessed from the CNT pull-down menu.  
 
 
 
 
Figure A.1 MSC.Patran main menu with CNT 
 
 
A.1 CNT plate solid model 
 
Figure A.2 is the graphic user interface (GUI) for creating the solid model of the CNT plate. 
The GUI contains databoxes for plate length, plate width, notch width (2a0), number of layers 
and thicknesses of all the layers. The GUI creates one-quarter of the in-plane geometry of the 
CNT plate. However, the user needs to input the plate length and plate width for the full 
model, in the corresponding databoxes. Currently, the GUI can create a maximum of 10 
layers.  
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Figure A.2 GUI for creation of solid model for the CNT plate 
 
 
A.2 CNT plate mesh seed definitions 
 
Figure A.3 is the graphic user interface (GUI) for defining the mesh seeds for the CNT plate. 
The user can define mesh seeds on 4 edges (see figure 3.2). 
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Figure A.3 GUI for defining mesh seeds for the CNT plate 
 
 
A.3 CNT plate boundary conditions 
 
Figure A.4 is the graphic user interface (GUI) for creating boundary conditions on the CNT 
plate. Upon selection of the Apply button, boundary conditions on edges 2, 3 and 4 (see figure 
3.2), as discussed in subsection 3.1.2 are automatically applied. The GUI has one databox for 
specifying the x-displacement on the loaded edge. 
 
 
 
 
Figure A.4 GUI for creating boundary conditions for the CNT plate 
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A.4 CNT plate layered property definitions 
 
Figure A.5 is the graphic user interface (GUI) for creating layered property definitions in 
MSC.Patran. Individual ply orientations can be created in this GUI. Currently, the GUI can 
create a maximum of 10 ply orientations.  
 
 
 
Figure A.5 GUI for defining layered-properties for the CNT plate 
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